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Dear Grandma,

Sorry I couldn't visit your apartment full of shit.

A collection of damp spitty cigarette butts, still smoking in their ashy graves. Reeking of a cat long since dead, leaving phantom piss stains. Rotting senile Lunchables explode from a tropical fridge. How can you be so fucking fat if you never eat? The bathroom a shrine to murdered beauty. Hair nets strangle, bloody lipstick tubes rip sagging flesh, pancake face cries into the mirror.

Smoke hangs like regret unsettled. Filthy filmy windows, trap your losses. Keep it dark, for the devil does his best work in shadows. An oilslick cave too gloomy for bats to shit in: here it is always midnight. 4 dollar vodka and vicodin. Your bread and wine, body and blood. Communion of the depraved.

You play the victim, the Christ archetype. You have done this to yourself.
Your grandchildren hate you.
Your children hate you.
You hate you.
Why won’t you just die?
Hope I don’t see you at Christmas.
Love,
Jacquelyn

Clyde the Cadaver
Gabriella Fora

Visiting with Clyde, I’d say he never looked better, for a cadaver that is. The top of his skull lay next to his open head as if it were the bicycle helmet that he forgot to put on that day. The slits of his eyes were draped by his hooded lids, but I was told his glossed marble eyes were still underneath. At first I had no intention of touching anything; I could barely stand up straight. But suddenly something inside me grabbed a pair of gloves and went at it.

Clyde’s lungs were like hard, dried up sponges, as if too much clay got stuck within the holes. His heart was the motor of his body, and just like the engine of the fastest car, this one raced blood through his veins until his last breath. I ran my finger up and down the telephone line that made up the arm’s tendon—as it was, literally, a signal and response mechanism. The meat on his shoulder reminded me of roast beef that’s been left too long in the oven and begun to dry out.

Later that day I was asked to go out for some barbecue, but I instantly declined, for the only image I could muster up was Clyde’s ribs, smothered in barbecue sauce.